SRT TEST - 03
121. A friend of yours has lost all his monthly pay on betting in the horse races. He asks
you to give him Rs 1000/-. You will _________.
122.

You are asked to organize a cultural show in aid of blinds, You will __________.

123.

A topless lady meets you on a beach. You will ___________.

124. You are the commander of NCC Camp on reaching there on cold night you notice
there are no blankets and other materials, you will __________.
125.

Your girl friend wants to go to movie. You will ___________.

126.

At SSB you are president, JCO and candidates have a fight in camp. You will
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127. You are going to play international cricket match representing India as Captain. Your
ankle gets sprained. You will ___________.
128. You are organizer of a cricket tournament and two different cricket supporters, starts
fighting each other. You will _________.
129.

You are rowing a boat and on reaching sangam it gets overturned, you will ___.

130. You are sleeping in a train compartment and feel one person taking out your purse.
You will _____________.
131. One person comes to you in train and says his purse and ticket are stolen, suddenly
TTE comes and demands ticket, you will __________.
132.

You see an old lady falls due to a jerk in a train compartment, you will ______.

133.

You have gone to see beach and a cyclone comes, you will __________.

134.

Your friend gets aids, You will _____________.

135. You are in a hotel and a girl comes at midnight and wants to enjoy with you, You will
_____________.
136.

While seeing the film you hear a rumor about a bomb you will _________.

137.

You hear a scream of a girl while you are walking alone, you will __________.

138.

Sudden flood comes in your village you will ______________.

139.

A man tries to loot you, while you are returning form the late night show, you will
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140.

You become nervous while being interviewed you will _________.

141.

You have a fight with you colleagues in the GD you will _____________.

142.

You don’t get selected in the SSB you will _____________.

143. In command task one of your sub-ordinate start fighting with you,
________.

You will

144. At night you are entering your friends house through his window, few people see you
and consider you a thief and advance to attack and beat you, you will ___________.
145.
___.

While coming for the SSB your train engine fails and you are getting late, you will

146.

The groom’s parents of your sister are asking for big dowry, you will __________.

147. He had to reach for his SSB interview within next 12 hrs but the train he was
travelling met with an accident in a jungle. He will ___________.
148. All his teachers like him but his Maths teacher always scolds him and calls him an
undisciplined boy he will ___________-.
149. His elder brother loves a girl but hides the truth from his parents. He also know that
he smokes, he will _________.
150. He was passing through a reserved forest when he came across a truck carrying illegal
cut woods lie, he will __________.

151. On a Sunday afternoon Ram is keen to stay at home and see the TV. Some of his
friends, suggest that they should go on a cycling trip to a lake which is about 15 km away. It
is likely to rain. He will __________.
152. Ram wants to marry a educated girl from a middle class family like theirs. Ram’s
father however wants him to marry a rich businessman’s only daughter who is very beautiful
and have studied up to 6th std at home. Ram will _________.
153.

If you are not sure ot success in an examination, you will _________.

154.

In what field you think our country has made progress ____________.

155.

In a group if your opinion differs from that of other, you will ___________.

156. If you find that a piece of work is going to take more time on you expected at the
beginning __________.
157. During the course of an examination if you find you are not being well you will
________.
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158.

If some people are having an argument you would ___________-.

159.

If you have difference in opinion with some one you would __________.

160.

If you find your hostel roommate not very friendly you would ______________.

161.

If most of member in your group are opposed to your opinion you would ________.

162.

If you are given a job which you think very difficult you would __________.

163.

If you are given a job in which you are not interested you would _____________.

164.

There is a blood donation drive organized by your college students you would _____.

165. You are sitting in examination and you cannot solve most of the problems passing the
same examination is important for your future career you would __________.
166. You are walking alone on a strect and two ruffians came front of you and demanded
that you hand over all the money you have on our person you would ________.
167.

If you fine your class mates do not like you, you will ________.

168. Going to Shimla with your friends. Suddenly your friend is sick on the way you will
_____.
169.

Travelling in train and Goonadas demand suti case you will _________-.

170.

Standing in college election most boys favours opponents you will ____________.

171.

Exam two days before, you fell ill you will __________.

172.

Exam to-day and you have not prepared you will __________-.

173.

Coming for SSB, you have lost everything you will ___________.

174.

In NCC camp you are standing as a guard, decoits are approaching you will _______.

175.

In a discussion friends not listening to you, you will ___________.

176. You find that your Director is interaction with everybody; not with you. People,
whom you happened to meet, already, have told you a lot of adverse things about him
because of their own enmities. People have even told you that the Director is the worst
character in the world. You will _____________.
177. Your younger brother wants to join private sector byt your parents are against it, you
will _____________.
178.

You find a subordinate is not interested in his job you will __________.

179.

There is a accident in your factory, you will ___________.
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180. You have to settle a business deal but the other party is not cooperating, you will
__________.
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